Authorization of photos for the building
named here by Contractor

Represented by……………………………………

authorized ARVHA (Association for Research on City and Housing)
Maison des Associations 5. 7 rue Perrée 75003 PARIS
represented by Jean-François PRIOUX Président

about the building located:

n° and street ...........................................
postcode and city: .................................
whom he is the project manager,
to use the documents, text, photos, plans which the list is joined ............................. is
author or holder of the copyright as it is presented on the Intellectual Property Code.

This authorization is about the rights of communication of the project to the public and the right

Those rights are given free and are limited to:

• Publications (papers, website) Women in Architecture Award 2020 of ARVHA.
• The exhibitions which presents the laureates of the Women in Architecture Award 2019
  in France and in Europe.

ARVHA guarantee explicitly to mention the author of the work in all communication and
reproduction used.

……………………………... retains the Intellectual Property of the work in all other
usage except those mention above.

The present authorization is given for the validity period of the copyright as it is mentioned in

Written at…, the……………………2020

For ………………………………….. To ARVHA
M……………………………….. Jean François PRIOUX
                           President

Attached document: description du of the building cited as object of the present authorization.
Authorization of photos for the building named here by Contractor

.............................. - ARVHA

Description of the building:
The Authorization of communication and reproduction is given for the building with the address below:

Written at…, the……………………………2020

For…………………………………

M………………………………

To ARVHA
Jean-François PRIOUX
President